WJEC/Eduqas GCSE Music

A brand-new textbook for WJEC/Eduqas GCSE Music providing core knowledge and covering important definitions, key terms and concepts.

- Covers all four areas of study: Musical forms and devices, Music for ensemble, Film music and Popular music
- Provides practical activities, extension tasks, suggestions for additional listening and useful tips for individual and group work
- Supports students in all aspects of performing, composing and appraising
- Helps students prepare for the performing assessment and presentation of their non-exam assessment for composing includes identifying best practice, practical advice and guidance on how to complete the required log, evaluation and programme notes (WJEC only)
- Free audio clips and web links to music performances are provided via a dedicated website (details in the book), with ‘Listen online’ icons on relevant pages showing where the music can be found.
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The book is divided into clearly defined topics.

Icons alongside these sections indicate if the Activity or Task needs to be composed, appraised or performed.

Music examples show visually what's being discussed in the text and are often available to listen to online.

Listen online icons show where music can be listened to via a free dedicated website.

Keywords are highlighted in the text and explained in the keyword box.
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